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Born on earth from the supreme soul as a spark of light near the pituitary gland safe 

and secure in the skull, we humans were gifted and drugged by the cosmotic energy of 

nature - purity, innocence and glow - we called ourselves ‘human beings’. We were 

dropped down from the sky by the supreme soul packed with infinite powers to stay 

joyful, clean in mind, clean in body, and practice clean and flawless sanskars to 

appreciate and feel the unlimited powers of the 5 elements given to us through the 

greens and the blues and the waves at the beach, a 24x7, 365 days of love and care 

(LC).  

Our focus is on ‘having’ than ‘being’. Our activities in the civilized society have 

always worked against the rules of nature. Our green nature is purely organic, while 

mans activities always worked against it.  

Hundreds of languages, many religions, humans in millions with 75-80 trillion 

cells in each one of us, cells talk to each other at every pulse and heart beat we 

experience, bleeding in to eternal misery - these poisoned micro-infinites have decided 

to choose disease leading to mortality because of our poisoned environment.  

In the name of industrialization entangled in it, and wounded by civilization, we 

humans in the present day life are seen fragmented in to bits and pieces (smart 

polluting biological dust?) leading a painful sedentary life locked up in to the vicious 

mechanized self-domesticated pseudo-life styles slowly moving away from UNITY – 

the supreme soul, from cleanliness to ugliness; purity to impurity, and being to having 

and what not. Poisoned attributes, poisoned foods, poisoned news, poisoned minds 

and poisoned sanskars, shifted focus – nothing much left to poison more and resource 

destruction, we simply pass it on to the next generation without teaching our kith and 

kin the basic purpose for which life was granted by the supreme soul.  

What have we done to ourselves and our environment; exploited it over and over 

again and again killing it, poisoning it, and murdering it every day bit by bit as like there 

is no tomorrow and still never satisfied. Sandwiched between the supreme soul and 

the maya, throughout our human life cycle knowingly or unknowingly we blindly 

followed pseudo-sanskars, baseless superstitions methodically shifting ourselves 

from cleanliness to ugliness in a body conscious society and with unprofessional 

engineering approaches to social problems we continue to destroy our outer 

environment and our inner environment mercilessly with no shame displaying oxy-

moron behaviour all over our life time tagged up into short victories edging our children 

in to facing great defeats.  



Visionless and aimless governments, ethic less and careless grinding us in to taxes, 

are on a mad rampage implementing all unholistic developmental activities, 

destroying all attributes (Land, Air and Water) and the spaces between the spaces 

of our fragile and pristine delicate environment.  

I always felt that ‘Beauty is in the mind’ and with only few such minds left, negation 

have demonized all our environmental attributes (air, water and land) which suffer 

painful irreversible damage.  Today I call upon each one of us to keep our brains and 

heart together to make a collective thought with an ethical oath - ‘I promise to keep 1 

meter radius clean aura around me wherever I am’, - the entire globe gets clean, 

then our sanskars get clean, as clean as the 5 elements that made us. We have 

deceived time, time is going to deceive us by the Newton effect. 

With good feelings and positive vibrations in our activities, we can have a 

beautiful environment by a single collective thought from ‘Not in my backyard’ 

(NIMBY) to Pollution prevention’ (P2) stepping into ‘Sathya Yuga’ to once again 

reclaim the lost paradise. 
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